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Audintel is the leader in multi-mode Freight Invoice Audit, and has developed the next
generation of analytics platforms to provide actionable intelligence and visibility of your
transportation supply chain.

WEBSITE:

www.audintel.com

EMAIL:

info@audintel.com

The transportation analytics landscape continues to rapidly change. Maintaining your
competitive advantage for a positive customer experience and cost containment through
greater visibility and business intelligence requires a sophisticated, scalable technology
platform.
Audintel has disrupted this space with the most robust Business Intelligence platform
available today, maximizing value for our clients, as well as holding Carriers to the highest
degree of accountability and compliance for their billing accuracy and performance.
Audintel’s real-time analytics drive smarter business decisions while effectively
supporting complex global networks across all modes of transportation, including: Small
Parcel, LTL, FTL, Air Freight, Ocean Freight, Intermodal and Courier.
The Audintel technology platform is state-of-the-art, highly robust, agile, and stable;
delivering a “best-of-breed” solution for your transportation analytics challenges.
Services overview:
} Perform a meticulous, comprehensive, multi-point weekly Audit of our client’s Freight
Carrier Invoices.
} Identify all invalid/inaccurate/unwarranted charges invoiced, along with identifying all
Service Failures which are eligible for refunds, which we contest and file claims for on
our client’s behalf.
} Operate a professionally trained Call Center which calls claims into the Carriers,
resulting in the greatest return per freight spend dollar in the industry.
} Providing Data Visibility to highly detailed and beneficial Transportation KPIs, as well
as Carrier Performance monitoring.
} Providing a robust SaaS BI Portal, Ad Hoc Management Reporting, Online Invoice
Visibility and Data Warehousing, running on an extremely responsive and highly secure
SSL encrypted database.
} Providing Carrier Contract Analysis, Optimization, Negotiation services.
Audintel was founded by a team of technology veterans with a combined 75+ years
of transportation, logistics and software development experience, and “aud”-“intel” is
meant to convey that our value proposition is to provide not only the most thorough and
comprehensive audit in the industry, but to also provide all the intelligence; analytics,
KPIs, Carrier Performance monitoring our clients desire.
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